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Red Bags Along Three Rivers 

#5.  Red Bags and Gothic Towers 

 

Though much of the Czech Republic consists of farmland and rural villages, it does have within its 

borders one of Europe’s urban pearls…..Prague, its capital city.  While many of continental Europe’s 

great cities suffered major damage during the Second World War, Prague escaped most of the 

fighting and there was relatively little bombing.  In fact, the most destructive bombing occurred due to 

the combination of a navigational error and cloudy skies.  The pilots actually thought they were 

dropping their lethal loads on a different city. 

 

The result is that today Prague retains much of its original eye popping splendor.  Compared to many 

major European cities, it also tends to be a less expensive option.  Taken together, these factors are 

turning Prague into a very popular travel destination.  Rubbing shoulders with total strangers is fast 

becoming a city trademark. 

 

We bicycled into Prague on a Saturday, and there were lots of people about…..lots.  Prague's famous 

pedestrianized bridge, Charles Bridge, was so choked with humanity that it took the better part of half 

and hour to walk our bikes across…..riding them through the crowd would have been unthinkable.  A 

brief stop for the time necessary to take a quick photograph created human gridlock.  Vendors, street 

performers and baby carriages further added to the chaos.  It was a mess, but it was a pleasant 

carnival atmosphere type of mess.   

 

The most striking feature of the bridge is the tower on the east end, with its Gothic architecture and 

blackened appearance.  Any given day, thousands of visitors are posing for selfies with this tower as 

the background feature…..along with the likenesses of strangers forever populating their photo 

album.  Moving from the bridge to the center town square allows a brief respite from the mob, but 

once in the square it begins all over again.  On weekends, there are people from almost anywhere 

everywhere. 

  

Even with the crowds, Prague has many things to love.  The city has numerous green parks and 

gathering places.  Shopping runs the gauntlet from cheap, touristy kitsch to high end upscale.  The 

city is fun, youthful and energetic while maintaining an aura of old world aristocracy.  The architecture 



looks like something straight out of a black and white 1930’s horror movie about vampires.  Who 

wouldn’t like that? 

 

But best of all, there are gelato stands everywhere. 

 

 
 

 



 

 
 

  


